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Abstract: Satellite-derived rugged land surface temperature (LST) is an important parameter indi-
cating the status of the Earth’s surface energy budget and its seasonal/temporal dynamic change.
However, existing LST products from rugged areas are more prone to error when supporting appli-
cations in mountainous areas and Earth surface processes that occur at high spatial and temporal
resolutions. This research aimed to develop a method for generating rugged LST with a high tempo-
ral and spatial resolution by using an improved ensemble LST model combining three regressors,
including a random forest, a ridge, and a support vector machine. Different combinations of high-
resolution input parameters were also considered in this study. The input datasets included Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) LST datasets (MxD11A1) for nighttime, temporal
Sentinel-2 Multispectral Instrument (MSI) datasets, and digital elevation model (DEM) datasets. The
30 m rugged LST datasets derived were compared against an in situ LST dataset obtained at Sai-
hanba Forest Park (SFP) sites and an ASTER-derived 90 m LST, respectively. The results with in situ
measurements demonstrated significant LST details, with an R2 higher than 0.95 and RMSE around
3.00 K for both Terra/MOD- and Aqua/MYD-based LST datasets, and with slightly better results
being obtained from the Aqua/MYD-based LST than that from Terra/MOD. The inter-comparison
results with ASTER LST showed that over 80% of the pixels of the difference image for the two
datasets were within 2 K. In light of the complex topography and distinct atmospheric conditions,
these comparison results are encouraging. The 30 m LST from the method proposed in this study
also depicts the seasonality of rugged surfaces.

Keywords: land surface temperature (LST); Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS);
Sentinel-2; Saihanba Forest Park (SFP); rugged area; downscaling

1. Introduction

Land surface temperature (LST), one of the Essential Climate Variables (ECV), is
always identified as a critical, high-proof regional and global indicator for both climate
and Earth energy balance [1,2]. Mountains account for about 24% of the Earth’s land
surface [3,4], and are highly heterogeneous at both the temporal and spatial scales. Thus,
high spatiotemporal (<100 m, about 1 day) LST products over mountainous areas from
thermal satellite imagery are of great significance for local and regional research on budget
balance and hydrothermal cycles [5].

However, there is currently a general lack of accurate rugged-area LST products with
high spatial and high frequency coverage. The existing LST products from rugged areas
are not sufficient to support applications involving mountainous areas or various Earth
surface processes occurring at high spatial and temporal resolutions [6]. For example, the
moderate surface temperature products (~1 km) [7–11] from the existing Moderate Reso-
lution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [12] have been widely distributed. Although
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their temporal resolution can reach about 1 day, and the accuracy can reach about 1 K
on flat surfaces, the land surface heterogeneity caused by terrain effects is smoothed in
the retrieval model, causing increased errors as a result of the heterogeneity of the land
surface, as well as the influence of thermal radiation heterogeneity over rugged areas.
Investigations have also shown that the errors caused by land surface heterogeneity can
reach 9 K in mountain areas [13,14]; even the difference between shaded and sun-exposed
surfaces can reach values greater than 30 K [15].

Currently, there are high-spatial-resolution sensors, such as Landsat-8 [16–19] and the
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) [20], that
themselves directly use high-spatial-resolution satellite data for LST retrieval. However,
the acquisition and parameterization of the characterization of rugged surfaces are still
quite difficult in terms of LST and effective emissivity. For example, ASTER LST products
only consider emissivity under homogeneous conditions [21,22], similar to the Landsat
LST products [17]. The results obtained using LST retrieval methods over rugged surfaces
are insufficient. Thus, the limitations of high-spatial-resolution thermal remote sensing
data and the LST retrieval method have resulted in the loss of high-spatial-temporal
LST products.

In order for LST to meet such spatial and temporal resolution requirements, downscal-
ing is a potential method. Downscaling methods can be divided into two categories: the
first are kernel-driven methods, in which the LST is downscaled using auxiliary data from
multispectral sensors; the other are fusion-based methods, in which the information on
temporal changes obtained from different sensors and neighborhood information are inte-
grated to predict high-spatial-resolution LST [23]. The core of downscaling thermal images
is inferential statistics; for example, the estimation of the emitted spectral characteristics
of surface targets using finer spatial-resolution features from visible- and near-infrared
(V-NIR) bands [24]. The feasibility of the downscaling methods depends on the availability
of ancillary datasets. When ancillary datasets are limited, simple tools, such as linear
and quadratic tools, are effective. Conversely, complex tools, such as artificial neural net-
works and machine-learning algorithms, can improve accuracy when ancillary datasets are
abundant [24].

Although some researchers have reported higher resolution results based on current
downscaling methods [25], reasonable accuracy can only be achieved at a spatial resolution
of about 200–300 m [26] on flat surfaces. Furthermore, the performance of downscaling
methods is more uncertain over rugged areas and might be affected by the lack of in
situ measurements and the rugged topography [18]. Several studies have reported that
machine-learning algorithms such as the random forest algorithm can be used to construct
a reliable nonlinear relationship between LST and other important parameters, such as
the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), digital elevation model (DEM) and
albedo [27–32]. Downscaling with a single random forest regressor is always impacted
by lower thermal contrasts in the image data, hindering the adequacy of training for the
reproduction of temperature variations at a scale of ~250 m [32]. In order to improve
the spatiotemporal resolution of LST in rugged areas, highly integrated machine-learning
methods should be emphasized.

Thus, a method of LST downscaling is here proposed that integrates three machine-
learning techniques to improve the spatiotemporal resolution of LST. The highly integrated
nature of these three algorithms lessens the impact of the failure of a single one, making the
method more robust. The selection of an ancillary dataset associated with the downscaling
method was conducted specifically for a rugged area. The study area and the auxiliary
data are illustrated in Section 2. The downscaling method is presented in Section 3. The
validation and discussion of the method are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, the
conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
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2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

Saihanba Forest Park (SFP) in northern China features a rugged topography, with a
mean altitude of approximately 1700 m above sea level. It was set up in 1993 and covers a
total area of 27,300 ha of semi-natural mixed deciduous–conifer forest. The carbon balance
and water-use monitoring here are quite sensitive to surface temperature, which implies
that the estimation of LST in this area is necessary to understand the effects of climate
change [33,34]. A rugged study area located near Chengde City, Hebei Province, in the
northeast of China was selected. It is characterized by rugged areas with an elevation
not higher than 2000 m. The land cover of the study area and the SRTM 30 m DEM are
presented in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, deciduous broadleaf and savannas are the
predominant land types, and the land surface is rugged.
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Figure 1. Land cover of the study area in SFP (a) and the SRTM 30 m DEM of the validation stations
(b). The land-cover map was obtained from the MODIS land-cover product MCD12Q1 in 2018, in
which the International Geosphere–Biosphere Program (IGBP) global vegetation classification was
chosen. The two in situ sites in SFP are indicated by the red triangles.

2.2. MODIS 1 km LST Datasets

Each MODIS sensor on board the EOS-Terra and EOS-Aqua satellites can provide
daytime and nighttime passes and demonstrate a certain amount of quality control [35]. The
daily 1 km LST datasets (MxD11A1), including MOD11A1 (MOD for short) and MYD11A1
(MYD for short), are often impeded by cloud coverage. Therefore, the available MODIS LST
datasets have 1–4 day intervals, which means that the available images for MODIS 1 km
LST from January to October might correspond to as little as 75 days or less following a year
over the study area, counting both the MOD and the MYD. In addition, only nighttime LST
(MOD11A1 and MYD11A1) datasets were used in this study in order to avoid the daytime
uncertainty in both LST retrieval and validation in rugged areas. Detailed information
about both MODIS LST products and the ancillaries utilized in this research is listed in
Table 1.
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Table 1. MODIS datasets and ancillaries used in this research.

Product
Name Satellite Datasets

Name
Spatial

Resolution
Temporal

Resolution
View Time
Coverage Time Series Number of

Images Used

MOD11A1 Terra LST 1 km 1–4 days Night 2019.01–
2019.10

112
MYD11A1 Aqua LST 1 km 1–4 days Night 99

MCD12Q1 Combined Land cover
(IGBP) 500 m Yearly 2018 2018 1

- Sentinel-2 NDVI 10 m - Multi-day
2019

17
- Sentinel-2 WSA-VIS 10 m - Multi-day 17

SRTM1 SRTM DEM 30 m - - - 1

2.3. Sentinel-2 and SRTM Datasets

The Copernicus Sentinel-2 mission comprises twin satellites, Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-
2B, in the same orbit and phased at 180 degrees (https://sentinel.esa.int/, accessed on
16 April 2021). This mission aims to provide high-spatial-resolution observations of land
and coastal areas in the optical domain. It is able to fulfill the requirements of this research.
Sentinel-2A was launched on 23 June 2015, while Sentinel-2B was launched on 7 March 2017.
In this study, the Sentinel-2 datasets from January to October 2019 were used.

The revisit frequency of Sentinel-2 is 3–5 days, which is a high frequency for satellites
with a spatial resolution of 10 m in the B2 (490 nm), B3 (560 nm), B4 (665 nm), and
B8 (842 nm) bands. The Level-2A product from the Sentinel-2 multispectral instrument
(MSI) can provide users with the BOA (bottom of the atmosphere) reflectance in Level-2A
products, which are corrected for atmospheric, adjacency, and slope effects. It is derived on
the basis of the Level-1C products.

The NDVI and the albedo for Sentinel-2, both 2A and 2B, as well as the VIS (Visible)
broadband (0.30–0.70 µm) (albedo/VIS), are calculated on the basis of the Level-2A datasets
in Google Earth Engine (GEE). The dataset characteristics are shown in Table 1.

The calculation methods for the NDVI and albedo/VIS are as follows:

NDVI =
B8 − B4
B8 + B4

(1)

albedo/VIS = 0.5673 × B2 + 0.1407 × B3 + 0.2359 × B4 − 0.0048 (2)

where B2, B3, B4, and B8 are the bands of the Sentinel-2 MSI. The coefficients from
Equation (2) were obtained from [36]. Note that the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 bands is
10 m. In this research, the 10 m original Sentinel-2 bands were first used to calculate NDVI
and albedo/VIS; then, the products were resampled to 30 m using the nearest-neighbor
method and reprojected to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. This
projection was also used for the other datasets in this research.

The SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) uses a radar dataset to successfully
obtain an accurate global DEM, which is the leading input parameter in the production
development of the LST datasets [37]. In this study, a 30 m (1 arc second) resolution
SRTM1 dataset covering the study area was selected, which was downloaded from NASA
Earthdata Search. The SRTM DEM can also be used to calculate the slope and aspect of
each pixel.

2.4. In Situ Dataset

The accuracies of the traditional LST retrieval algorithms are usually validated in
relatively flat places, whereas it is difficult to validate the rugged LST using in situ mea-
surements, and less attention is paid to areas with complex topographies and distinct
atmospheric conditions [6,33,38]. In this research, homogeneity was not a major considera-
tion. Even if more heterogeneous surfaces yield lower spatial representativeness [39], we
focused on the assessment of relative accuracy and the validation between in situ measure-
ments and 30 m LST due to there being so many unstable parameters in rugged areas.

https://sentinel.esa.int/
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The relatively homogeneous grassland site measurements, taken at two sites in Sai-
hanba Forest Park (SFP), were acquired between January and October 2019 [33,40,41]. The
sites’ locations and detailed characteristics are presented in Figure 1 and Table 2. The
ground sites represent different slopes and sit in different regions of the mountain. The
slopes at site 1 and site 2 are 26 degrees and 36 degrees, respectively. The aspects of site
1 and site 2 are 175 degrees and 185 degrees, respectively. Further information about the
sites can be found in [33] (Figure 1). Four-component radiation measurements from CNR4
net radiometers (Kipp & Zonen) were obtained every minute at both sites, and these were
utilized to calculate the in situ LST corresponding to the simultaneous 30 m LST at night-
time. The CNR4 net radiometers were used to measure downward shortwave radiation
(DSR) [33]. The in situ surface temperature was derived from the surface downwelling
longwave (Rld, W/m2) and upwelling longwave radiation (Rlu, W/m2) along with the
broadband emissivity [8,42,43], as shown in the following equation:

T =

(
Rlu − (1 − ε)Rld

ε·σ

)1/4
(3)

where T (K) denotes the in situ measurements, which were used as the true values for the
LST assessment. ε is the broadband surface emissivity, which was obtained from Landsat 8
Level 2 products sourced from the ASTER Global Emissivity Database (ASTER GED) [39].
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

Table 2. Characteristics of the two SFP sites used in this study.

Site No. Longitude
(◦E) Latitude (◦N) Elevation

(m) Slope (◦) Aspect (◦) Land Surface Characteristics Frequency Period

1 117.3898 42.3957 1756.81 26 175
Mainly grass, three sides with

trees but far away, sitting in the
lower part of the mountain

Every minute

January–
October

2019

2 117.4005 42.3865 1838.17 36 185
Mainly grass, with trees but far
away, sitting in the top part of

the mountain

2.5. ASTER-Derived 90 m LST Dataset

The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) on-
board EOS-Terra provides observations for three spectral regions with spatial resolutions of
15 m (visible and near-infrared, short wavelength infrared) and 90 m (thermal infrared) [20].
In this research, the ASTER-derived 90 m LST dataset, downloaded from NASA Earthdata
Search (https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/search, accessed on 1 March 2022), was used
for the inter-comparison with the derived 30 m LST.

3. Methodology

V-NIR ancillary land surface parameters, such as NDVI and albedo, as well as the
topographic effect, are important factors for deriving rugged LST time-series datasets with
higher accuracy. To explore the relationship between LST and fine-resolution ancillary
datasets in rugged areas, an improved ensemble LST model combining three regressors,
including random forest, ridge, and support vector machine (SVM) regressors, was de-
veloped. The model was adapted from [29,30]. The LST model can be presented as the
following equation:

LST = f (Elevation, Slope, Aspect, NDVI, Albedo) (4)

where Elevation, Slope, and Aspect are taken from the DEM datasets, and NDVI and Albedo
are calculated on the basis of the V-NIR satellite data from Sentinel-2. The core of this
method is training the ensemble regression model and evaluating its performance. First,
the datasets are randomly divided into training and test samples; 70% of the samples
in this study were utilized to train the ensemble model, while the remaining 30% of the

https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/search
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samples were used to evaluate the performance of the model. This 70/30 ratio is commonly
used in machine learning. We used 70% as training samples and the rest were used as
validation samples. This took into account not only the amount of training data, but
also the number of test sets. Next, we created three regressors, namely random forest,
ridge, and SVM regressors, and used random search and cross-validation to adjust their
hyperparameters. The reason for the combination of these regressors applied here was
the successful results from downscaling of LST using these three regressors in former
studies [29,30,44]. After updating their hyperparameters, we used the ElasticNET linear
regression model to stack the three regressors and fit the ensemble model to the training
samples. Finally, we used the test samples to calculate the performance and return the
ensemble model and calculated statistics.

Figure 2 shows the proposed method and the scheme from this research, which include
the following major steps: (1) to ensure the number of samples for training the ensemble
models and to avoid the MODIS cloud detection failure effect [45], satellite images with less
than 40 percent of pixels missing (including cloud coverage) were chosen for the estimation
of the nocturnal range data; otherwise, the images were excluded; (2) the ancillary data to
be merged, including SRTM 30 m and Sentinel-2 NDVI/albedo 30 m, were prepared; (3) the
regression parameters between the ancillary datasets and the MODIS 1 km LST nighttime
products were constructed; (4) the 1 km coarse-scale LST datasets were downscaled to
30 m fine-resolution LST datasets using the regression parameters; and lastly, (5) the LST
method was evaluated. Note that only nighttime MODIS LST datasets were considered in
this study to simplify the environmental and planetary boundary layer (PBL) conditions in
rugged areas during the daytime [8].

3.1. Methods of 30 m LST Retrieval from MODIS 1 km LST Time Series in Rugged Areas

To obtain finer resolution LST time-series datasets, basic MODIS 1 km LST datasets
were the priority requirement. Ancillary datasets, including Sentinel-2 30 m NDVI, 30 m
albedo/VIS, and SRTM1 30 m DEM, were utilized for the derivation of LST 30 m, as shown
in Table 1.

The primary dataset was co-registered and built for the regression models with an-
cillary datasets (https://gdal.org/python/ (accessed on 2 May 2020)) to perform the
resampling of the raster data and the scikit-learn library (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
(accessed on 2 May 2020)) to build the regression parameters.

The ancillary datasets were selected by means of the physical principle used in the
LST derivation. The physical principle used here was to choose the best combination of
information from V-NIR bands to obtain the best understanding of the surface terrain. Re-
cently, Yan [33] concluded that high-spatial-resolution DEM data and pre-defined spectral
parameters are essential ancillaries for the radiative transfer model. Some researchers have
shown that the correlation between NDVI and LST weakens during the night over North
America [46], whereas other researchers have described 15 different indices over urban
areas. The ancillary datasets used in the downscaling are different over local particularities
of the land surface [30]. In this study, besides the detailed terrain description obtained from
the DEM, the VIS albedo (0.30–0.70 µm) and NDVI were also selected, since they depict
the spectral characteristics of rugged surfaces separately and can easily be obtained on the
basis of sensor observations. The selection of the ancillaries was confirmed by the analysis
presented in Section 4.1.

https://gdal.org/python/
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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3.2. Assessment Methods for LST over the Study Area with In Situ Measurements

The spatial and temporal accuracy of the 30 m terrain LST was first assessed by means
of in situ LST measurements. The matching in situ LST measurements both collocated
in space and concurrent in time with the 30 m LST datasets were picked. The evaluation
using the nighttime 30 m LST and ground measurements was performed for the period
from January to October 2019. Two statistical criteria, including RMSE (root mean square
error) and R2 (coefficient of determination), were used for each ground site to assess the
LST derivation results. The RMSE and R2 equations are as follows:

RMSE =

√√√√√ n
∑

i=1
(LST30m − LSTinsitu)

2

n
(5)

R2 =

 ∑ (LST30m − LST30m)(LSTinsitu − LSTinsitu)√
∑ (LST30m − LST30m)

2
(LSTinsitu − LSTinsitu)

2

2

(6)

where LST30m stands for the 30 m rugged LST, LSTinsitu stands for the LST provided by the
in situ measurements, LST30m stands for the average of LST30m, and LSTinsitu stands for
the average of LSTinsitu.
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3.3. Time-Series Analysis from the 30 m LST Dataset

The 30 m LST dataset was generated for the period between January and October 2019,
which was an excellent period for the observation of temperature variations. To display
both the high temporal and high spatial resolutions of the LST dataset, the time series from
the in situ sites was used. For the spatial scale, two days from the LST dataset, one serving
as a reference for spring and another as a reference for summer, were obtained. Then, the
averaged spatial distribution of the LST from the study area over the course of 2019 was
determined. For the temporal illustration, both the in situ LST and 30 m LST for the two
validation sites were used for the period from January to October 2019. All of the cloud-free
datasets from both the MOD- and MYD-derived 30 m LST were selected.

3.4. Inter-Comparison of 30 m Rugged LST and ASTER-Derived 90 m LST

Ideal validation sites are difficult to find, especially over non-flat and rugged ter-
rain [47]. In this regard, in order to minimize the thermal heterogeneities caused by rugged
terrain, an inter-comparison between the 30 m rugged LST derived in this research and
the high-spatial-resolution ASTER-derived 90 m LST was also conducted to improve the
evaluation processes.

First, the rugged 30 m LST was aggregated to a 90 m LST in order to match with the
ASTER-derived 90 m LST. Then, a difference image for newly produced 90 m rugged LST
and the ASTER LST was produced. Third, a histogram was produced for the difference
image. Lastly, the inter-comparison results were analyzed.

4. Results
4.1. Ancillary Dataset Selection

Ancillary dataset selection should be the first step in the model design stage and is
extremely important. It is strongly recommended that the selection of the ancillary dataset
be performed carefully before any LST downscaling methods are applied in rugged areas.
Table 3 demonstrates the R2 results from two combinations for one night obtained from
MOD11A1 over SFP on 10 October 2019.

Table 3. R2 results from combinations of two parameters for one night obtained from MOD11A1 over
SFP on 10 October 2019.

WSA/VIS NDVI DEM

WSA/VIS Fail Fail 0.64
NDVI - Fail 0.60
DEM - - Fail

As Table 3 indicates, using WSA/VIS, NDVI, or DEM alone all failed (threshold: R2 less
than 0.5) when using the proposed method. For combinations of two parameters, the R2 of
WSA/VIS and DEM reached 0.64, which was higher than those of the other two-parameter
combinations. The combined use of more than three parameters was difficult to present
in the same table; therefore, their description is presented in Table 4. The combination of
five parameters received the highest score of 0.75. Although the use of greater numbers
of parameters requires longer calculation times, using all five parameters together is still
advised, as the ancillary datasets may provide better LST retrieval accuracy in the rugged
areas of SFP than when using only two or three of them.
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Table 4. R2 results from combinations of many parameters for one night obtained from MOD11A1
over SFP on 10 October 2019.

Combinations R2

WSA/VIS + DEM + NDVI 0.70
WSA/VIS + DEM + ASPECT + SLOPE 0.65
WSA/VIS + NDVI + ASPECT + SLOPE Fail

DEM + ASPECT + SLOPE Fail
NDVI + DEM + ASPECT + SLOPE 0.61

WSA/VIS + NDVI + DEM + ASPECT + SLOPE 0.75

4.2. Comparison of Results for 30 m Rugged LST and In Situ Measurements

The derived 30 m rugged LST cloud-free products obtained using Sentinel-2 and
DEM ancillaries were compared to in situ measurements from SFP. Table 5 demonstrates
the statistical results obtained at site 1 and site 2, respectively, as well as the total results
covering both ground sites.

Table 5. Assessment results for the ground sites vs. MODIS MOD and MYD nighttime 30 m LST
products from January to October 2019.

Site No.
Terra/MOD-Based LST Aqua/MYD-Based LST

RMSE (K) R2 Samples RMSE (K) R2 Samples

1 2.95 0.96 10 2.75 0.97 39
2 3.84 0.95 9 2.92 0.96 30

ALL 3.40 0.96 19 2.83 0.97 69

The MOD- and MYD-derived 30 m LST are split into two parts. The Aqua/MYD
passes over the study area late at night, at around 2:00 a.m., while the Terra/MOD passes
over the study area at around 10:00 p.m. The total number of MODIS evaluation samples
in Table 5 for the two ground sites obtained by the two sensors (Aqua and Terra) is 88. It is
not normal for the number of samples obtained from Aqua/MYD (69) to be higher than
that obtained from Terra/MOD (19). We believe that this might have been related to the
different overpass times of the sensors in rugged areas. For the same reason, the MYD
RMSE results were much better than those of MOD, with RMSEs less than 3.00 K at both
site 1 and site 2. The R2 values for all of the comparisons were greater than 0.95.

Figure 3 shows two scatter plots of 30 m LST estimated on the basis of the MOD and
MYD datasets against the LST provided by in situ measurements. Although the slope at
site 2 (36 degrees) is larger than that at site 1 (26 degrees), the assessment results for LST
and in situ measurements were almost the same. The proposed 30 m rugged LST retrieval
method showed encouraging performance for both slopes.

4.3. Temporal and Spatial Analysis from 30 m Rugged LST

The spatial distributions of the 30 m input datasets (DEM and NDVI), the 30 m LST
nighttime average for 2019, the randomly selected 30 m LSTs, and the original 1 km LST
are shown in Figure 4. Thanks to the ancillaries from DEM and Sentinel-2, these 30 m
LSTs (Figure 4e,f) over SFP generally depicted the area well and provided texture with
more detail than the 1 km MODIS LST (Figure 4i,j) alone. The spatial distribution from the
2:00 a.m. (MYD) LST (Figure 4c,e) was much more uniform than that from the 10:00 p.m.
(MOD) LST (Figure 4d,f) due to the late-night weather stability. This was also in agreement
with the results from the previous part, suggesting that there are more cloud-free and
available observations from Aqua/MYD than from Terra/MOD.
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(around 2:00 a.m.).

The LST datasets have a spatial resolution of 30 m, which is comparable to Sentinel-2
V-NIR products, but still have a higher temporal resolution than Sentinel-2. The selected
LST results for 8 May, 9 May and 7 October 2019 clearly showed a temporal temperature
change from summer to fall in rugged areas. The highest temperature recorded on 9 May
was 288.64 K (Figure 4c), whereas the highest one recorded on 7 October was 270.13 K
(Figure 4f). For the mean LST in 2019, the MOD- and MYD-derived LST datasets depict
almost the same spatial distribution in Figure 4g,h.

A comparison of the cloud-free time series from 30 m LST and the in situ LST at in situ
site 1 and site 2 for the period from January to October 2019 is presented in Figure 5. The
surface temperature variations for the four seasons over the sites can be easily abstracted
from the Aqua/MYD-derived 30 m LST (Figure 5b). Since the Terra/MOD-derived 30 m
LST was not able to obtain a seasonal variation, only the Aqua/MYD-derived 30 m LST is
considered in the following. The maximum LST at each site did not occur at the same time
in the different datasets (with reference to the ground and satellite). The maximum in situ
LSTs for both sites, which were also the maximum in both the ground and satellite datasets,
occurred on 29 July 2019. The in situ LSTs for site 1 and site 2 were 291.12 K and 290.85 K,
respectively. The maximum 30 m LST at each site occurred on 17 July 2019, a little earlier
than the ground LST maximum date. The values for the maximum 30 m LSTs for site 1 and
site 2 were 286.41 K and 286.48 K, respectively. The reason for the observed difference in
the dates of the maximum LST between satellite and ground measurements was mainly
due to the different scales of these datasets.
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4.4. Inter-Comparison Results for 30 m Rugged LST and ASTER-Derived 90 m LST

In order to obtain a full understanding and to improve the evaluation of the retrieved
30 m rugged LST in the spatial scale, an inter-comparison of the results with the ASTER 90
m LST for regional purposes was also conducted, and the results are shown in Figure 6.
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Both images were acquired on 23 May 2019, and the 30 m LST was aggregated to 90 m
in order to correspond to the spatial resolution of ASTER. As the ASTER swath width
is narrower than that of MODIS, the ASTER footprint only passes through a corner of
the MODIS image. In this study, no ASTER image was available that included the two
validation sites. Since MODIS and ASTER are both on board the Terra satellite, their passing
time is almost identical.
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Figure 6. Inter-comparison images for the rugged 30 m LST (aggregated to 90 m) and ASTER-derived
90 m LST. (a) The difference between the rugged 30 m LST (aggregated to 90 m) and ASTER-derived
90 m LST; (b) the histogram corresponding to the difference image; (c) 30 m rugged LST; (d) ASTER-
derived 90 m LST; (e) 30 m DEM.

The difference image for the rugged 30 m LST and ASTER-derived 90 m LST and
the corresponding difference histogram are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. The total
number of pixels in Figure 6a is 2544. The difference pixels vary between a minimum of
−6.07 K and a maximum of 2.99 K. A total of 53.03% of the pixels (1349/2544) are between
−1 K and 1 K, while 82.31% of the pixels (2094/2544) are between −2 K and 2 K and 93.36%
of pixels (2375/2544) are between −3 K and 3 K. When comparing Figure 6e, which shows
the 30 m DEM image, the difference image distribution can be seen to be similar to the
DEM spatial distribution to some extent. Clearly, the 30 m rugged LST (Figure 6c) depicts
a more highly detailed LST distribution than the ASTER-derived LST (Figure 6d), with a
difference of less than 2 K.

5. Discussion
5.1. Spatial Resolution and Selection Limitation in the Ancillary Dataset

The aim of this research was to develop a method for retrieving high-temporal- and
high-spatial-resolution rugged LSTs that can be used for monitoring surface energy balance
and fluxes. Much effort has been devoted to achieving this objective, and some encouraging
results have been obtained. The spatial resolution of the major input parameters, such as
the DEM, albedo, and NDVI, acts as a constraint on the output of the LST products. Thus,
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it is only possible to obtain 30 m LST due to the limited spatial resolution of the DEM
input data. Conversely, if high-spatial-resolution input data were available, a high-spatial-
resolution LST could also be obtained using the proposed method. Researchers can find
other high-quality, high-spatial-resolution ancillary input datasets for LST retrieval using
the proposed method. Note that this is not so difficult because the temporal resolution
of the ancillaries is not mandatory. In this study, we only used a single DEM and 16-day
NDVI/albedo (about 20 for each) for all calculations.

The results in Table 4 show that, when adding NDVI to WSA/VIS + DEM, the R2

improved by 0.06. This means that the NDVI is extremely important for indicating the LST
variations in rugged areas. It is difficult to explain the addition of ASPECT and SLOPE.
When they were added to WSA/VIS + DEM, there was only an improvement in R2 by 0.01.
When they were added to NDVI + DEM, the R2 also improved by 0.01. This means that
the effect of adding ASPECT and SLOPE is negligible. However, when adding them to
WSA/VIS + DEM + NDVI, the R2 improved by 0.05. This might mean that the ASPECT
and SLOPE work well with the other three ancillaries.

5.2. The Differences between Terra/MOD and Aqua/MYD

Another aspect is the different LSTs obtained from Terra/MOD and Aqua/MYD. These
two original datasets are obtained using different sensors, although they are designed
to have the same performance features as each other. The datasets were acquired at
different times [42] and from different satellites. The land-surface heterogeneity and spatial
characteristics were different due to the different acquisition times. Thus, the differences
between these two sensors should be carefully considered in future LST analyses.

The different overpassing times of Terra/MOD (early night) and Aqua/MYD (mid-
night) also produce different validation results. In the early night, thermal equilibrium
in the rugged area was not achieved; thus, the ground measurements for the two sites
were not able to represent the whole 30 m pixel. Conversely, the mid-night assessments
performed better. This phenomenon also occurred during the daytime, when the thermal
equilibrium is much more complex.

5.3. The Daytime 30 m Rugged LST and Its Validation

The third issue is that the daytime 30 m rugged LST datasets were also produced for
the study area but not presented in this paper. As the energy turbulence and atmospheric
conditions are much more complex over rugged areas in the daytime, it was difficult to
obtain relatively homogeneous in situ measurements to validate the derived 30 m LST.
Moreover, the surrounding rugged area provides non-negligible thermal radiation at the
target pixels [6]. In addition, the uncertainty of daytime broadband emissivity, which is
used for the in situ LST calculation, is twice that found at nighttime [19].

5.4. The Validation Issues with 30 m Rugged LST

This research did not focus on the rugged LST validation procedure, as the aim of this
research was to discuss the possibility of 30 m rugged LST production from 1 km LST with
ancillaries. Therefore, aspects related to the validation site and the LST comparison were
not controlled as tightly as for the 1 km MODIS LST validation experiments [35,48,49]. In
fact, the actual purpose of remote sensing products is to perform real-world spatial and
temporal analyses in situations where strict control is usually not possible, especially in
rugged areas. Therefore, comparisons between satellite-derived LSTs and LSTs obtained in
situ are rather easier and more compatible than the strictly controlled validation of the LST
algorithm over rugged areas.

In addition, the inter-comparison results were promising. Due to the small swath of
ASTER and other environmental factors, only one matching inter-comparison pair was
obtained during 2019. On the other hand, the scarcity of high-spatial-resolution images
highlighted the importance of employing downscaling methods from moderate-resolution
satellites over rugged areas.
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5.5. Limitations of the Method

Although the proposed method achieved effective results over the rugged SFP with
clear skies in northern China, it is still necessary to conduct further studies over rainy
and rugged areas in southwest China, where the 1 km MODIS or other satellite datasets
are not always available. In this study, we obtained almost 100 images for each MODIS
sensor over the course of a year. It would not be possible to obtain this number in cloudy
southwest China. In such places, the solution would be to use the reanalysis dataset and
in situ measurements in order to obtain spatial and temporal LSTs [50]. Downscaling
the 9 km reanalysis dataset over rugged areas remains a tremendous challenge. Still,
the proposed method using a highly integrated machine-learning algorithm associated
with DEM datasets may give scholars a method for downscaling LST over rugged and
cloudy areas.

6. Conclusions

High-spatiotemporal-resolution LST is particularly important and is also a major
controlling factor for monitoring regional surface energy balance and fluxes. In this study,
we developed a feasible method for deriving 30 m rugged LST with both high spatial
and temporal resolutions from MODIS LST products and Sentinel-2 V-NIR ancillaries.
The proposed method was demonstrated to be able to provide high-spatial- and high
temporal-resolution LST over rugged areas.

The relationships and the regression parameters between the LST and the fine-resolution
V-NIR ancillary land surface parameters were firstly built using an improved ensemble LST
model combining three regressors. Then, the 1 km MODIS LST nighttime products were
downscaled to 30 m fine-resolution LST datasets on the basis of the regression parameters.
This method is constrained by the spatial resolution of the V-NIR ancillaries; however, the
temporal resolutions of the ancillaries are not mandatory.

The fine-resolution 30 m LST datasets for the year 2019 were compared against the SFP
ground sites with different topographic conditions and different acquisition times. They
were found to be in good agreement with the ground measurements, with an R2 higher
than 0.95 for different slopes (26 degrees and 36 degrees), different aspects (175 degrees and
185 degrees), and different MODIS LST datasets. The RMSEs from the Aqua/MYD-based
LST (2.83 K) at 2 a.m. were slightly better than those of the Terra/MOD-based LST (3.40 K)
at 10:00 p.m. This might have been related to the different satellite acquisition times and
the four-component in situ measurement methods used over SFP. As a supplement to the
in situ comparison, the inter-comparison with ASTER 90 m-derived LST showed promising
results, with over 50% of the pixels from the difference being between −1 K and 1 K and
over 80% of the pixels being between −2 K and 2 K. The proposed method using MODIS
and Sentinel-2 datasets in order to obtain 30 m LST derivations depicts the rugged surfaces
in greater detail, without losing any of the original accuracy of the 1 km MODIS LST
datasets. In the future, a high-resolution digital surface model depicting the surface more
accurately should be developed, and daytime validation should be performed in order to
enhance LST retrieval and downscaling performances using much more detailed surface
details.
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